




 
   The Deerfield High School English teachers’ carpeted office space reminded Maude of
her brother’s treehouse: cluttered, musty, lots of posters, and totally impregnable until
she was older and cool enough.

   In the classroom-turned-workroom lay Mrs. Wolf’s cramped desk and cabinet area,
tucked away in a corner, one of about a dozen workstations arranged apparently at
random.  There Maude, poet and recent college graduate, sat on a metal seat beside her
high school best friend Rose.  

   Mrs. Wolf leaned back in her ergonomic swivel chair.  She turned outward so that the
mesh backrest rested against her desk and three women could face each other; they were
equals now, in a triangle.

   “But you love it?” Mrs. Wolf asked Rose, smiling, crossing her arms and buttoning the
middle button of her cardigan.

   “I do.” Rose glowed. “It’s a lot of work, but it’s super rewarding.  Plus, you know, it’s not
like I’m doing it for free.”

   “Hah.” She threw her head back. “You go, girl.”

   Rose and the graying teacher talked stocks and bonds, bad calls and near misses,
volatile markets and safe bets, a little crypto.  Meanwhile Maude stared at the black and
white Einstein poster which hung on the wall. “I have no special talent,” the poster read. “I
am only passionately curious.”
 
   “I always knew you were unique,” Mrs. Wolf told Rose in a motherly tone. “There was
something different about you.” 

   Maude gripped her chair to keep from jumping out of it.
    
   Gun to her head the poet couldn’t think of a single unique thing about Rose, aside from
maybe her dyed jet-black hair and collection of bougie platform shoes.
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Maude wondered at what point, no really at what point exactly Mrs. Wolf could have
recognized Rose’s uniqueness. It couldn’t have been when Rose slept through most of the
fall semester.  No, not then. Or when Rose, hopped up on Adderall, garrulously
commanded three minutes of the class’s time to explore the similarities between Daisy’s
dock and her (Rose’s) unnamed crush’s Facebook page.  These behaviors, which were
annoying at the time but now felt unforgivable, Maude noticed from the periphery of her
attention.  For the rest was focused solely on Mrs. Wolf’s resplendent intellectual Kool-
Aid.  
     
   Mrs. Wolf’s engaging class, where Maude first met lifelong long-dead friends like Plath
and Dostoevsky, Junior AP English, five years ago, was her earliest exposure to
comparative literature as a tool for cerebral expansion.  As an astral plane of introspective
exploration and empathy creation.  And, of course, as the leverage from which the budding
poet could become the smartest person in the room.  This post-graduation visit, Maude
believed, was to be her victory lap.  It was supposed to be.

       Rose bent forward so that Mrs. Wolf,
who was a little hard of hearing, could
catch the fine details of an especially
thrilling business transaction.  The
leaning motion generated a balloon-
rubbing noise from the trader’s tight
leather pantsuit, a sharp sound which
yanked Maude back from a daydream
and shook her like a train passenger
who missed their stop.
  
   “One of my poems is getting
published next month,” Maude,
uncertain, responding to nothing,
mumbled under her breath.

   “What was that, dear?” Mrs. Wolf
asked.

   Rose, pleasant and poised in her
expensive clothes, looked back at
Maude.
 
   “Nothing,” 
the poet said.

End



 
   I went to Full Moon alone that year because my friends were total Nazis about the lineup.
Which, in all fairness, could’ve been better.  Mid-tier indi, mostly.  Some diet psychedelia. 
 A couple acts that may have attracted mini-riots five or six years ago but which now
played for sparse turnouts of zealous hipsters.  Union Park was still crazy, of course, more
or less, with about fifteen thousand people spread around six stages. Everyone sporting
stick-and-poke tattoos and tye-dye T-shirts, smelling of sunscreen and weed.  Baking
under the relentless Midwest summer sun.

   But either due to COVID or the just-OK lineup, the festival’s vibe was unmistakably
mellower than it had been in years past.  Not quite the same. Turned down a few decibels.
 
   General consensus scanned the grassy field and concluded that the troops in talent
booking must’ve compromised the music festival to save up for the main act: Anteater
Village, set to perform at 8:30 p.m. 

   Fine by me. I was only there to see AV, anyway. 

   Still, trying to rationalize the crazy-high ticket price, I arrived at 5 p.m. and gobbled the
minutes by bouncing between the smaller stages.  I was lonesome, to tell you the truth,
feeling among this youthful crowd like the oldest twenty-seven-year-old to ever roam
the Earth.

   Skip ahead to 8:05 p.m. . . .

   When whom should I walk past but my old friend Jerry Benson, chatting with his back
against an elm tree, standing in the center of a dozen physically-fit, smiley twenty-
somethings.

   Jerry was a high school theater friend whose life after graduation unraveled into my
social media through scant details.  He was my age, still acting, still handsome, traveled
often, and glided through open doors on waves of charisma.  I think he landed a speaking
part on Chicago Fire that year. 

   About seven yards away I yelled, “Jerry!”
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   But the music was too noisy, I thought, or he was too engrossed in conversation, because
the curly-haired hipster didn’t register my signal one iota; he just kept gabbing. So I called
again. And again. Louder. Loud enough, I was sure, to reach Jerry, since the flat-faced guy
on his left heard me no problem.
 
   “Hey, Jer,” he said, poking his friend. “This guy knows you.”
 
   “Hey, Jerry!”
 
   The actor, who once on my dare chugged a whole two-liter bottle of Sprite at a cast party,
looked at me. 

   I saw recognition in his eyes, I swear I saw it.
     
   But he shook his head and without affect said, “No, sorry.”
    
   “What?”
    
   “I think you’re confusing me with someone else.”
    
   Flat-face tensed up. Cringing his teeth like the emoji, he added, “Sorry.”
     
   And I heard myself say, “Sorry.”
    
   And Jerry shrugged. “Sorry.”

   And I walked on.

   For a moment I thought maybe I was mistaken.  Mixed up.  It wouldn’t be the first time.
But a mental slow motion replay of the events clarified my situation.  I had been double-
crossed, it seemed, deceived.  By a friend who would rather lie—embarrassing himself and
everyone around him—than speak to me.  Than look at me.
      
   Oof, a crushing blow to the ribs. 

   But why?  What did he know about me?  What had I done?

   I couldn’t remember my crime.  But to be treated this way, I must have committed some
terrible, unforgivable sin, I thought.  As the drugs began to kick in.



   At 8:20 p.m. the entire festival converged like zombies following the scent of human flesh
upon the centralized mammoth-sized Purple Stage, where beneath a nuclear-bright
scorching sunset Anteater Village’s technicians prepared three expensive-looking neon
drum kits. And where I became quite concerned indeed. Concerned, firstly, that if the metal
frames on the sides of the stage continued to wobble, the lights and projectors they
supported might spring loose and pulverize the folks below. But also concerned very
suddenly and quite urgently about that oh-so slippery of concepts. So slippery, in fact (the
concept), that I had neglected it from age eighteen until that moment, at Full Moon.
Neglected it when I was too busy getting high and jerking off: my Reputation. 

   Where had it gone when I wasn’t around? 

   How had I cultivated a public image so aberrant that an old friend like Jerry Benson
wouldn’t want to touch it with a stick?

   I imagined my life unraveling through his social media. We start at the beginning, high
school graduation, with my sober face and clean robes. Then scroll up to see my slow
devolution into stonderdom: long-haired profile pics, angry leftist rants, misguided and
underfunded Kickstarter campaigns. A public record of my burning out. So many things to
hate, pick your favorite. What did it, Jerry? What did you see that tore us apart?

   And just like that a small faux pas became an existential crisis. I stirred in terrifying
ruminations, trapped in a crowd of thousands, as the band started to play:

You are lost in a sea of doubt
You are loved by no one

You cannot connect without
You are loved by no one

   I’d definitely heard the lyrics before, but I’d never absorbed or internalized them until
that performance. Until an animated but unexplainably hostile audience, following along
with the lead singer, delivered the lyrics to me like a horde of sirens. And I say “delivered”
because they didn’t exactly sing to me per se. Nobody was in my face or anything, no one
was serenading; rather, the beating heart of the audience, its collective conscience,
channeled its power, held it in one cosmic energy beam, and Goku fire-ball’d it straight
into my solar plexus. But not literally, of course. Everything was very abstract. The band
continued:



  
They saw you walking in a field alone

Abandoned by your brothers
They saw you for what you were

A pathetic little coward
You are loved by no one

   And some but not all the concert-goers had Jerry’s curly face on their faces. Or not his
face exactly. But his eyes. Or at least the space behind his eyes. How the space looked when
it saw me in a field, alone, abandoned by my brothers. Weighed my worth against all
others—and moved on. It was all just a little too creepy, I thought.  As I began to scream.

End
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   I know I’m the coolest person to ever get a tattoo when I walk into the parlor, walk right
up to the glass counter, and say, “I want on the back of my right calf a tattoo of Steve
Bannon getting impaled up his ass by a smokestack.” I say it just like that. Just like I
planned it on the walk over. Without expression, I say it. Like super cool.
    
   A tattooed face behind the counter lights up like a glow in the dark coloring book. The
man at reception was looking at a legal pad, but now he can’t stop looking at me, in awe.  
   
   “When you say impaled . . . ?”            

   “I mean I want it like Vlad the Impaler impaled. Like the smokestack goes up his ass, out
his wrinkly mouth, and oozes gray pollution everywhere.”

   “Right on.”

   He ushers me to the back. Where five pierced and heavily-tattooed tattoo artists (they
like to be called artists), hunched in gargoyle positions, bend over their seated, wincing
subjects.
    
   “This guy wants Steve Bennon with a smokestack up his ass,” he announces proudly.

   Everyone laughs and jeers, even the customers, despite the pain. It’s an encouraging
response because it confirms what I already know: that I am the coolest person to ever get
a tattoo.

   He drops me off at a desk against the back wall. It's like mine at work, only this one's
covered with coffee stains and sketches of beautiful women in latex. And behind the desk
is Caviar, his name is Caviar. So skinny you think he’ll break skin if his arm bends too
quickly. Thirty-ish, coated in tattoos of Adult Swim characters. Caviar wore a black T-shirt
with white letters, “Ask Me About The First Time I Did Acid.”

   “I’ll be taking care of you today,” he says. Which is super-duper with me; I can tell he
knows what’s up. “I hear you got a cool idea for a tat. Lay it on me.”

   I explain the idea again, and he’s obviously impressed. “Right on,” he’s saying. 
   



    But then he starts asking questions. And he’s got a lot of them. Questions about its style
(Family Guy), its perspective (um . . forward), size (you know, big-ish, I guess).
 
   “Do you have a photo reference?”

   “No, sorry.”
 
   And I’m just thinking in my head like, Let’s get on with it! Let’s go, comeon, let’s do it.

   I’m kind of jittery, so I focus on the whooshing sound of his pen on the paper, hoping it’ll
generate an ASMR chill-out effect. It doesn’t. 

   “Right, right, right,” he’s going. He drafts furiously, entranced. “And his mouth will be all
bent at the sides, like he’s going to orgasm, because he gets off on the like putrid bullshit
he pollutes into the public discourse. Right?”

   “Right?”

   Yes, I’m thinking. Yes, that is a good idea. All of this is a good idea. The orgasm face works
with what I’m going for . . .

   My message . . . 

   I think about my other tattoos. Pizza slice on my left ankle (because I love pizza); Pac-
Man on my right arm (because I love video games); and now Steve Bannon with a 
 smokestack up his ass (because . . . ) I know I had a reason, I think. I know I did, when I
thought of the idea, this morning.

   “Alright,” he says, showing me the finished sketch. It’s exactly what I asked for, more or
less. “What do you think?’

   “Huh.”

   I stare at the page, but I’m not getting much out of it. I think I’m going to cry. I feel a
sudden urge to leave, just bolt out right now. Run away, run as far as I can. Away from this
store and this horrible idea. Run. Go. Run. 

   But I don’t. Because that would look insane.

   I had considered the career repercussions. Those didn’t bother me. I decided, after
several mostly-positive conversations with my co-workers earlier today, that this was a
fine idea. Really edgy. “Hardcore.” Super funny. My one sacrifice, we agreed, was I couldn’t 
   



wear shorts to company outings. But the idea was cool, they all said, pretty much. 

      Maybe I should be more concerned. 

      Sure, I thought about my career. But perhaps less thought was given, I’m realizing, to
how the tattoo may impact intimate social settings. Not just the sexual ones—though of
course the sexual ones—but also things like parties and barbeques. Where everyone’s
talking and having a great time and wearing shorts and someone asks a stupid question
like, “What inspired you to get that tattoo?” And I’ll say . . .
 
      I’m not sure. That I care about the environment? Do I?

      I’m not going to cry, but puking doesn’t seem out of the picture. 

      “Look, dude,” Caviar nudges my shoulder. I realize I’ve been silent for almost a minute. 
 “You look nervous. I get it. But I want you to know: this is a really good idea. I’d tell you if it
was a bad idea.” He stands up from his stool and yells, “Right, Laurie?”

      “Huh?” Laurie has a mushroom cloud on her back and is tattooing a tall man a few yards
away. “What’s that?”

      “The Steve Bannnon idea, it’s great, right?”

      

 



 “Oh, yeah, sure,” she says without looking up. “Good idea. We’d tell you if it wasn’t.”

   I’m going to break into sweats, I just know it, because now I’m thinking about all the
people the tattoo could offend. There are Republicans, obviously, but who cares? 

   I’m much more concerned about the gay male demographic. How will they respond? I
mean, what am I really saying here? That it would be funny to sexually humiliate Steve
Bannon by shoving something up his butt. Is that homophobic? Only if you interpret it as
homophobic. You could also interpret it as . . .

   “I’m just wondering if it might be offensive,” I say apologetically.

    And is it even legal to have a tattoo of a public figure suffering from painful anal
penetration? And would it be legal if, in a few years, god forbid, the country’s political
tides were to turn even more fascistic? Strip searches conducted by thuggish border
agents, just imagine, oh my god. 

   “I don’t want to step on anyone’s toes.”

   Caviar examines the sketch and scratches his greasy hair. “Hmm. I don’t know, man. It’s
fine by me. Funny as hell, I’m telling you.”
 
   “Yeah, but . . .”

   “Look, buddy.” He rolls his eyes. “We can talk about different ideas, but I know a good
one when I see it. This is a good idea. Also every sketch after this one is fifty bucks. It’s your
call, but the shop’s not open all night, you know.”

   I’m so embarrassed I could shove their needles into my eyes. Agh. 

   Well, OK, I’m thinking. It was a good idea a few minutes ago. I liked it earlier. I couldn’t
have been wrong The Whole Day.

   And so I, the coolest person to ever get a tattoo, trying to be polite, I say, “No, you’re
right. I like your sketch.”

   “Right on,” he says. “Let’s get started.”

End
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Only the brave are still 
in an impossible world.

They are river boulders
surrounded by and thrust against the rushing waters of time
which crash, disperse, flow onward —

Time rubs the edges off
until no edges remain.

For erosion is not destruction.
She is a sculptor.

The weak unpack right when they return home from vacation
and wander about their houses.
They talk and talk 
sentencing themselves to death.

The weak drown in time
Dragged 
down by the undertow
Desperate.
Reaching for materials to construct their worlds
loving what they’ve found with their whole stomachs. 

But what kind of person would stop these conscientious cowards?
Who by their nature approach time like a serial killer
Or a mercenary.
The weak.
Who make us all so happy with their delicious baked goods, their multi-billion dollar
companies, their perfect bodies, their train sets



their poetry —

Leave us be! they say
Plenty of time to rest when we’re dead, they say
Assuming death is sleep (which we all hope) and not stillness (which we all fear)
For if death is stillness 
only the brave will make it out alive —

End



I don't DisagreeI don't Disagree
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   It’s just after lunch in the advancement office, my office, and I’m listening to a story
whose ending I knew before this appointment began. 

   But I listen, or at least make gestures to suggest that I am listening, while Jordan
Clubber, of Clubber Industries, from across my desk, tells me how last week when he had
“a couple hours to kill” before picking up his daughter from “a science thing,” he decided
to walk around his “old stomping ground,” and, as he puts it, “really took in the
atmosphere, felt the alma mater vibes, got misty-eyed wandering down Memory Lane.”  
 And I swear I can hear peasants marching outside my window when he says, “I wanted to
see what all my donations bought.” 
              
   These are his actual words, chosen in this morning’s mirror, I assume, to make the
greatest impact on the folksy old advancement director of the university that he and his
cronies occupied in the 1980s. And now the words tell the story of how he walked into the
Donna Henry Alumni Center so that he could “take a peek” at his precious name on the
Dobbin Donor Society plaque—a place of honor we reserve for people who give more than
half a million a year, our most generous donors.

   “Because as a member of the Dobbin Donor Society, you would think my name would be
on the plaque,” he says. “But that’s not what I saw, Mr. Bloom, that’s not what I saw at all.”

   I don’t bother to tell him I checked the plaque earlier this morning on a hunch it had
something to do with the “very important matter” upon which Jordan Clubber, of Clubber
Industries, wished to “connect.”

   We’ve had a lot of complaints, nothing here is new. 

   But I don’t tell him that. It’s not my job to make the rich and successful aware of
themselves—quite the opposite, really.

   Offended, outraged, he says he wandered around the building looking for his name on the
wall. “Because it had to be somewhere!” And could you imagine Clubber’s fury when he
saw his name right there on—not the Dobbin Donor Society plaque, mind you—but rather
“on that shitty little stub you call the Marcy Donor Society plaque."



 Egad!
 

Here’s when I widen my eyes,
tighten my lips, and shake my

head. The Marcy Donor Society
is for our mid-tier donors,
roughly $60,000 annually.

 
 He tells me that he donated
$750,000 to this university,

that his father practically laid
the cement for the very

building we’re sitting in, and
that he cannot and should not

be treated like this.
 

    To his credit $175,000 is not an insignificant sum. That’s a year’s worth of food for 58.33
families, K-12 education for 13.30 kids, a year’s healthcare for 14.65 Americans. I hate being
good at math.

    I say, “I don’t disagree, this is outrageous. But what would you like to do about it?”

    He’s insulted by the question. He tells me he “obviously” wants his name returned to
where it belongs.

    And here’s when I stroke my intelligent beard and try to look like I’m thinking big
intelligent thoughts. I present the speech I crafted in the bathroom mirror a few months
back, already delivered to several people alarmingly similar to Clubber, but now with words
altered slightly to appeal to him exactly. Words for a Captain of Industry, a Master Among
Men. 

    (If all psych patients were millionaires, their orderlies would probably do the same.)

    “I’m afraid it’s not that simple,” I say, shaking my head. “The Marcy Donor Society has
some-six hundred people, the Dobbin has four hundred. If I were to remove your name from
Marcy, I would have to move all the names CL through ZY up one spot to account for the
gap. If I were to add your name to the Dobbin, I would have to move all the names below
Clubber down one space to make the fit.

    “And it’s not even strictly accurate to say I or anyone in the advancement office would do
this because our plaques are made off-site by an extremely talented and expensive
 
 



carpenter who would have to carefully remove each of those some-eight hundred names
with an electric drill and rearrange them. So, you see, Mr. Clubber, my hands are tied."

   I’m told this is ludicrous, to be treated this way, in this advancement office, like a nobody,
etc. Thankfully, the tactics I devised in the mirror months ago accounted for this precise
brand of rage.

   I let him vent a little, listen to the well-practiced abuse and empty threats, then I sigh
resignedly. Rubbing my forehead, acting as though his justified anger and shrewdness
have pushed me in an unexpected direction, as though I were succumbing to his
intelligence and keen eye for justice, I tell him that, as a compromise, although we cannot 
 change the plaques, I am prepared instead to frame his portrait in the student union.

   “My portrait in the union? But that’s for . . .” He stops before he gets even a little humble.
“Well, that is an attractive offer. What would that entail?”

   “It’s easy.” I shrug. “Email us a professional picture of yourself, and we’ll send it to a
company that'll alter it so it looks like a painting.”
 
   “I see,” he says, gnawing at his upper lip with hungry teeth. “I’ll have to think about it.”

   “Of course, have a think on it.”

  

   Sometimes, on my way to the union cafe, when I walk past Clubber’s portrait, I sometimes
wonder, When he goes to bed at night, does he hear them, too? The screams. Could he hear
them if he tried? Mostly, though, when I look at his smug smile, proud of the hard work he
hasn’t done, I wonder: When the rabble turns to riots and the riots turn to militias, will he
be ahead of me in line for the guillotine? How will they organize the order? Alphabetically,
maybe.

End



Toxic littleToxic little  
friendsfriends by Adam Kaz

   We walk in and right away I can tell it’s a coke party. And not just because of all the
cocaine, though I guess that was a dead giveaway, but because I had never in my life seen a
larger collection of attractive twenty-three to twenty-seven-year-olds milling about in
Birkenstocks and sports jackets, Versace dresses and Supreme shirts, with
Instagrammable smiles copy-pasted from family portraits on Daddy’s desk, wearing shoes
sharp enough to cut not just the rug but also the floor tiles underneath.

   Frickin amazing place. The apartment was framed by this dope semicircular window that
stretched floor to floor, ceiling to ceiling, revealing a Wrigleyville night I gleefully sensed
was full to the brim with parties exactly like this. Whoever had the AUX played pop hits no
one could complain about, and the place had space enough for a BUMPING fifteen-or-so-
person dance floor.

   Everything was so bright and sleek—marble surfaces and cement walls, white tiles and
bare bulbs—as if the apartment was designed entirely by lines of cocaine. Especially the
kitchen island slash bar, where Golden Gods of the early 21st century maneuvered around
an army’s worth of booze to cut, snort, laugh, compare tattoos, take shots, smoke, flirt,
play games, etc. 

   The apartment radiated body heat, pulsating a contagious batch of Good Vibes into the
atmosphere. You know, it was a party—a coke party. And Claudia and I furtively stared at it
from the door longer than courtesy might allow, wondering with some Grade-A
Anticipation how we were to assimilate into this foreign land. 

   But then Mira, the hostess, whose groovy aquamarine hair spun from deep brown roots, 
 walking to us like a jar lid off its grooves, wrapped Claudia in bone-skinny arms. 
 
   “So glad you made it,” she said, reminding me how sincere everything sounds when it's
screamed over loud music. “Do you want some coke?” 

   Claudia, my perfect little fiend, speaking for us both said, “Yes, please.” And then, “This is
my roommate Savannah. Savannah, this is Mira.”



    After a brief and impromptu lineman-tackle hug, Mira, who at close range revealed
herself to be a perfume store, led us to the island, beginning along the way a torrent of
compliments that would carry our conversation through her hyper-efficient coke line
preparation.

   “Nice to meet you, oh my god, I love your skirt,” she told me. “It’s so colorful. Most people
aren’t wearing spring colors yet because most people suck,” Mira unwrapping a tiny pink
baggie, me saying thank you. Claudia and I found our spot between the hostess and a dude
who kept removing and reapplying his sunglasses. She continued, “And your hair is so
pretty. And your name. You’re so pretty, oh my god,” cutting the coke with a credit card on
the marble countertop. “You know Claudia is like my favorite person in the study group.
You guys are like the cutest roommates I’ve ever seen. How’d you meet?”

   “Nothing special,” Claudia said. We watched Mira snort a line with a rolled-up dollar bill.
“Found each other on the grad students' Facebook page.”
 
   “That’s crazy.” Her eyes never left the table. “Do you want some coke?” Mira snorted
another line and passed the dollar to us.

   We all got along really fast. With Mira providing coke lines and vodka shots, Claudia and I
successfully slithered our socially-lubricated selves into the manic conversations that
sparked like wildfire across the island. The over-educated beehive of Chicago’s elite, coked
out of its mind, wasn’t interested in discussing any one thing so much but instead furiously
swarmed between topics, never giving it (the topics) more depth of thought beyond their
initial loud screaming reactions. Everyone was yelling over each other most of the time.
But I didn’t mind. Having so many attractive people in one room was interesting enough.

   “Fuck UIC!” the sunglasses guy yelled to no one in particular.

   It was like a church call and response, and those moved by the spirit lurched forward with
their own message.
 
   “The online portal has never, ever worked, I swear.”

   “The whole state is fucked, we’re broke.”
 
   “Boo-hoo! People would kill for your education.”

   “Next week I’m gonna be drinking so much RumChata on the beach, I won’t even know
what UIC stands for."



   “Unbelievably Insipid Cash-machine.” 
 
   “Unemployment’s Initial Cause.”

   “Up Inside your Cock.”

   Claudia and I laughed and screamed, snorted and drank, felt the sway of socialization
spin the crowd into delirious new tangents: vacations, families, sex, politics—meanwhile,
our hostess careened through the dance floor, offering everyone a slice of intimacy slash
praise that would have been creepy had it not been for the way Mira seemed so utterly and  
totally harmless. 

   At about forty minutes in, I asked if anyone wanted to smoke a blunt. They were all about
it, which I owed to that strange cocaine side effect of inspiring its users to do All Of The
Drugs. The marijuana smell attracted people from the dance floor, including Mira, and just
like that about half the party crowded around our corner, dolling out thank-yous and
high-fives for my generosity. This was another reminder of the positive impact drugs have
had on my social life.

   “You’re so cool,” Mira said to me, her frenetic energy now languished under muddy
marijuana mellowness à la the indica variety. The island crowd, more chill now and
perhaps more introspective, had splintered into intimate groupings of two or three. Mira
cornered Claudia and me back in our enclave.

   “Thank you,” I said.

   “But no, I really do mean it.” With noodly arms flying solo, she grabbed my shoulders,
now using me for balance, now leaning closer. “I’m being honest.”
 
   “No, I know.”

   She scanned my eyes, said, “Cool.” Flopped her arms down, breathed a sigh of relief.
“Because you honestly are cool.”

   With a subtle nudge from behind, Claudia directed my attention to her face, which
offered a knowing smile meant to signal: It’s not just you, we really are seeing weird but 
 overall acceptable behavior. I smiled back.
 
   “Man, you’re going to love Benny when he gets here,” Mira said.

   “Benny?”



   “That’s the guy she’s screwing,” said Claudia. 

   “No!” Mira laughed, pretending to slap Claudia’s shoulder but then coquettishly letting 
 her fingertips cascade down Claudia’s arm, arriving at a hand and holding it briefly. She
blew a kiss. “He is NOT my boyfriend, we’re just fucking. But he is really cool. You’re going
to love him.” Then she said nothing, waited.

   But it was clear that, like a master masseuse, she had applied just the right amount of
social pressure on just the right spots to force from me a compulsory, “Why is he so cool?”
Though at the time I was baffled why Mira, a supposedly full-grown adult PhD student in
biomedical engineering, would want us to like play-act this whole Victorian ball gossip-
brag sequence with her.

   If Mira knew I felt coerced, she did not let on. For the hostess, now possessed by the
glazed, beguiled, self-satisfied expression of a stoner given the opportunity to lecture on
their fandom area of expertise, began Benny’s tale, speaking with a fresh clarity of voice
which, I imagined, she consciously applied out of a devotion to her subject or else
instinctively learned through rote repetition, or both.

   “Benny, Benny, Benny,” she said. “Where do I start with Benny? So first thing you need to
know about Benny is he’s a one hundred percent, bonafide, real-deal-big-deal genius.
Always has been, always will be. With an IQ up to here.” Mira shook her hand just above her
head, then let it fall, slapping her knee. Continuing, “So I met him in undergrad, in the
dorms, and there was no doubt he was going to be something special. All my friends knew
it. Kid never studied, always got As. Most of the time when we were out getting drunk and
being stupid, he was off in Benny Land making these computer projects or robot-
whatevers.” She laughed. “Whole time he was riding college on a full scholarship for super
nerds but never told anyone because that’s just the guy he is, you know. Chill, quiet, nice,
ultra-lovable. Could have been the valedictorian, but then, twist—” she actually twisted a
little. “Benny dropped out senior year to start his own company.”

   “Like Steve Jobs?” I said.

   “Yes, but he HATES Steve Jobs!” She laughed a laugh replete with pig snorts and a
drowned-in-mucus cough. “Excuse me.” *sniffle* “But guess which company he started.”

   Shrugging, “Boogle?” I said. “Benkshire Hathaway? Instaben?”

   “No.” 



   She leaned close and in a stage whisper told me the company’s name, which for legal
reasons I would rather not repeat here, but which I recognized even from underneath the
massive boulder I call home. Not that I knew much about it. Only that last year, at some
long forgotten moment whilst I trekked the vast media landscape, I was told Benny’s LLC
had been bought by one of the biggest firms in any pond, the company’s retail price set to
a crisp infinity and beyond. Claudia, who later told me Mira name-drops Benny all the time,
said, “Crazy, right?”

   Our hostess looked at me with excited puppy dog eyes, begging me to surrender the
validation she had so obviously been denied at some unknown but vital moments in her
development. Who hurt you, Mira? Where does your mind go when it’s not around here?
And what’s with the funky hair and your whole general vibe? Are you like a hipster or a
weirdo or like homeschooled? 

   “That’s awesome,” I said. “Did he make a lot of money?”

   “Oh, he made ALL of the money,” Mira smiling, reflective, calm. “Now he just does
whatever he wants: goes on vacation whenever he wants, buys houses, makes his robots
fight each other . . .”

   “Takes you to Vienna,” interrupted Claudia. “Buys you a car, buys you art.”

   “Shut up!” Mira cried. “He’s really cool, I swear. One time he put his debit card info on his
Snapchat Story, told everyone to get whatever they wanted, no questions asked. It’s
lowkey how I got my ferret Mikhail.” 

   Blink and you could have missed it, but for a second she spaced out and looked super
intense. “Let me know if you guys see Mikhail, by the way.” 

   And then as though nothing just happened and she was a totally normal person: “Benny
also lives in this building! Or, I mean, he has an apartment in this building.” Gritting her
teeth and looking at her cell, “He should be here right now if he could get his ass moving.”

   An irate Mira strangled her phone while Claudia and I, relieved to get away, slinked over
to the crowded dance floor. It took some self-talk to find our footing with strangers. But
we steadily hot tub-leaned our way into the motion. For the first time in forever, I
remembered my body was so much more than the annoying, haggard, hungry little brat it
becomes during crunch time. 



   During the previous few weeks, the physical upkeep of being alive—eating, sleeping,
walking—had been a painful effort that distracted vital energy and calories away from my
studying. But on the dance floor, I remembered that this flesh prison, if given the chance,
could hold a pretty excellent riot.

   I danced without shame or pretension, so intoxicated by the music (among other things)
that my typically contained pop-lock-and-drop approach became an unbounded frenetic
freak show act replete with around-the-world hip gyrations and spasmodic off-time aerial
kicks, wild flailing arms and Karate chop licks. Claudia caught my vibe, and then we were
Dancing and Singing and Moving etc. for an unknowable amount of time. It was one of
those successful parties where the minutes drown into the background, having no place in
the HERE or in the NOW, where every moment stays in the present, and the body dissolves
the mind. That was our experience; for a while, anyway.

   What I didn’t know until it was impossible to ignore was while we danced the night away,
Reality And All His Toxic Little Friends had arrived fashionably late. Tip-toeing on hoofed
feet, smiling with devious delight. And just because it’s the only party trick they know,
Reality’s retinue conjured a powerful ripple of fear through the crowd, pricking all it
touched with a more-than-doctors’-recommended dose of Bad Vibes, attracting the hive
to the ripple’s point of origin: Mira’s phone, displayed outward in her hand for everyone to
see. Slowly, during a period of time in which I was not present, bodies peeled from the
dance floor to form a growing cabal of concern around the hostess. But so long as the
music played we were in a world apart, until it stopped, and then those distracted by
dance (there were about five of us left) rubbed the dust from their eyes to discover where
the evening’s train had so abruptly changed rails, that is with Mira, who cried:

   “He’s not picking up! Benny is not picking up!”

   She may have been going on like that for a while; there was no way to tell. But for
however long the moment stayed in hot pursuit, it finally blared its siren and directed us
to the side of the road. There we froze and refrained from all business of the no-funny
variety. The air was very tense. Claudia and I stood still for nearly a minute while the rest of
the dance floor joined the hive. They began comforting the queen.

   “What the frick?” I whispered.

   “I guess they all really wanted Mira to get laid.”



    We laughed—chortled might be more accurate—but even that was enough to provoke
sneers from a group of consolers standing at the fringes of Mira’s meltdown. Sunglasses
Guy, reapplying his namesake, staggered over to us with a severe, hidden expression, now
appearing less TGIF and more FBI. He said, “Can you guys please be more respectful?”
Removing the glasses with movie star timing, “We’re trying to figure this out.”

    If Sunglasses was going for an I’ve-got-this impression, it’s clear he missed his mark by
waaay more than point-O-eight percent. He wasn’t alone. The crowd that welcomed his
stumbling, messy return was abuzz with drunken emotions that maybe taken individually
in closeup could have been considered tragic but played over each other in wide were
anything but. Claudia and I spied from a small black leather couch as a masterclass in
reality television acting unraveled in real-time reality. It was, in a word, unreal.

    Sloppy, sloven cries and yelps of panic oozed from their faces, which looked less glossy
now as they were overlaid by a film of desperation, confusion, perturbation. Near-identical
conversations spouted like fire hydrants from different pockets in the hive, each at its own
pace, some gaining, some falling. But the result from our perspective was a disaster movie
whose film stock was damaged beyond comprehension. Overlapping dialogue, record
scratch repetition, entire reels stolen or lost. 

   “Who’s everyone?” “Yeah, well, here we go again.” “And Clyde didn’t hear anything at the
door?” “I don’t know, they’re calling everyone now.” “Who’s everyone?” “No answer.”
“Comeon, Benny, it shouldn’t have to be like this.” “Angelo,  Harvey,  Olivia,  Mark. I think I
heard someone say Mira called his mom.”  “Hey,  chill,  OK?”  “I don’t think I can do this
again.” “Who’s everyone?” “Yeah,  well,  here we are.” “Should we be concerned?” “Steven,
Avery,  Mark,  Ashley. I think Mira might’ve called his mom.” “I can’t believe Benny got into
this.” “Are you concerned?” “I don’t know, they’re calling everyone now.”

    It was awkward, obviously, loud, weird—but entertaining, for a time.

    I saw some shoving. One guy tried to blow cocaine into the sink but instead doused
everyone nearby. A couple with trust issues yelled at each other. Several people got sick. I
saw groups hugging and crying like it was the last day of camp. There may have been a
shrieking rodent. One guy desperately wanted someone, anyone, to take a shot with him. 

   All this solidified my suspicion that, just like on TV, some people can’t experience shame
unless you give them a bonus to sincerely feel the emotion as well, and even then there’ll
be contract issues, i.e., sad rich people are even crazier in person.



   But soon the commotion became nauseating and excessive. I was bored by the
relentlessness of it all, the noise. I felt deflated, flattened, disappointed, like Wiley Coyote
barreled under a street cleaner. And if Claudia’s head on my shoulder could be taken as
any indication, it’s clear she felt much the same. I’m sure it was different for the people
dealing with The Crisis, at least it looked like it. But for those of us living in Outside The
Loop (population two), once the boredom set in, there wasn’t much to do but squeeze-
release our Solo Cups, look at our phones, and stare out the massive semicircular window,
dreaming of an evening far far away.

   Claudia glanced up from her phone. “Do you care even a little bit about what’s going on?”

   “No, not really,” I said.

   “Looks like something serious. Maybe an OD?”

   “Probably.”

   Pause. Then simultaneously:

   “Dip?”

   “Dip?”

   And I sincerely hope the parallel universe Savannah who left that moment had a really
charming evening. Maybe she could drop a line sometime, tell me all about it. But in this
tragically lost universe, our Irish Exit was blocked by Lauren, a Thirty Under Thirty who
approached us just as we were about to stand. Her hair in a fresh bun, heels dangling from
her fingers, and speaking with a self-assuredness I suspect would make any Daddy, literal
or figurative, a very proud man indeed.

   “Thank you guys so much for being patient,” placing her heels gently on the floor, joining
us on the coach. “You’re Mira’s friends from bio, right? Hi, I’m Lauren, nice to meet you.”
Brushing right past the part where we say our names, she continued, “So I know this must
be really confusing for you both, right, yeah, but I’m going to explain everything, OK?”

   Lauren looked like the sort of girl who had like a BIIIG horse obsession in middle school
but now mostly spends her time plotting world domination. Highly Maintained when
things go well but High Maintenance when they do not. Purpose-built for grad school. In
short, she seemed like a real pain in the ace for anyone’s concept of “flow,” but (gosh be
darned) come 2032 I know who I’m writing in, assuming she’s not already written there for
me. 



   “So you’ve probably been hearing a lot about someone named Benny, right?” she said like
a teacher leading her class through an active shooter safety drill.

   We could’ve told her we had to bounce, which would’ve been rude, or said we weren’t
interested, which would’ve been worse, but instead we “Played It Cool,” which is to say we
made “No Plays At All.” Just nodded along and hoped she’d get tired of hearing her own
voice. This was before we really understood Lauren.

   “What you need to know about our friend Benny is . . .” pause for effect, “he’s a drug
addict,” she said. “Opioids.”

   The evening’s events had already stitched a layer of teflon skin over my body, but
hopefully my performance gave the “sinking-in” effect Lauren probably expected. Claudia
was much more on the ball: a chest clench, an exhaled breath, an “ohmygod,” the whole
thing. Not that feigning surprise made much sense. An OD was our running theory, after all,
and it’s not like we’re master sleuths or anything; there just aren’t a whole lot of reasons
rich boys go missing.

   “I know, I know, it’s really, really terrible,” Lauren said. “When he doesn’t pick up, we . . .
well, we fear the worst. We’ve had a few scares like this before, but . . .” She shivered, all
aquake with compressed emotion. “But, I don’t know, this feels different.”

   Vulnerable enough to engender our sympathy but not so vulnerable so as to appear weak
or overwhelmed or in any way unfit to manage The Situation, Lauren said with a focus
group ready quiver, “And it’s literally soo tragic because he’s so . . . business savvy. Benny’s
actually like famous in a way.” A surreptitious pause. “But maybe for legal reasons I
shouldn’t tell you why.”

   “OK,” me.

   “Sure,” C.

   “It was a real shock when I heard about it, about his addiction,” she continued, unaware of
or unconcerned by how little involvement we were allotted in this discussion, “because
back in undergrad I never would’ve guessed Benny was like that. He was always so quiet,
smart, riding college on a full genius scholarship, though he never told anyone about that.
I figure he didn’t want the attention.”

   “Sounds like a great guy,” I said.
 
   “He was,” she said. Then correcting: “Is. He is a great guy. We haven’t given up hope,”
quaking again but soon regaining posture. “Not yet.”



   Lauren explained that over the past half hour, she had glided through the meltdown like
a social athlete savant, plowing over the chaos and confusion to take aside Mira and a few
choice members of the hostess’s inner friend circle for a brief but professional
conversation. Interfacing with these hysterics, using soft skills Lauren said she developed
during her Year of Service with AmeriCorps, she gleaned from them the contact
information of anyone who may have seen Benny in the past week.

   “We are getting a phone campaign together,” she said triumphantly.

   And, sure enough, a glance aside revealed a kitchen island slash bar renovated into a
ramshackle telethon HQ staffed by the booziest callers you’re likely to find on either side
of the Mississippi. As per usual they were yelling. Yelling invasive questions into their
phones, yelling demands for quiet at each other. Some of them paced around the
perimeter, cell balanced between ear and shoulder, arms akimbo, as if dress-rehearsing
the more stimulating business phone conversations that would fill the void in years to
come.



   “No, Benny, stupid, Benny,” a guy in a tank top called into his phone. “Have you seen your
brother, Benny?”

   Some of the volunteers, I guess too dogged to sit this one out, wouldn’t even let
something so trivial as their complete loss of self stymie the team’s progress: “Wh-o-o is
this? I know, I know I called you, but who is this? Benny? Nah, I’m calling fer Benny. I’m Nick.
Are you Benny? Oh, well, have ya you seen him? Will you guys keep quiet, I’m on the
phone.”

   Lauren showed us a spreadsheet on her heavily-encased iPhone with at least fifty names
color coded by their likelihood for generating useful information. Each name was paired
with the person’s phone number, email, and relationship to Benny. It was the kind of busy-
bee organizational project I’m sure gets started in every crisis—a reassuring first step that
often leads straight to Nowhere. 
  
   “So just send me your emails, and I’ll share the GoogleSheet with you,” she said. “I’ve
assigned you guys the names twenty-five through thirty-five. Just try to see if anyone’s
seen him.”

   But just what the heck was going on?

   I’m not big on talking to strangers under normal circumstances, but this was like
realizing I had ten minutes to complete a completely-forgotten online assignment. Like
being told through a muffled intercom how to unstuck myself from an elevator. Like being
splayed against a rock with liver-hungry seagulls nibbling at my clothes. I was baffled,
shocked, down for the count, and trying very hard to revive some of my ol’ reliable social
escape artist dexterity. Thankfully Claudia was better prepared.

   “You know Lauren,” Claudia said. “We would love to help. It’s just that” *burp hiccup*
“Savannah and me had a little bit to drink, and I think . . .”

   “Oh, please don’t be self-conscious,” Lauren said, pressing her palm against Claudia’s
shoulder. And then she smiled a smile that held all the nicety and courage in the world, a
smile that half-filled even the dourest perspective, a smile designed to make its recipient
feel like they had been seen wholly for the first time in perhaps a great while. “I know you
can do it. Everyone is a little tipsy, so just do your best.”

   My first (and only) phone call was to an elderly confused voice known to me only as Kurt,
cousin. 



   “Oh my gaarrd!” Kurt spoke through what sounded like three-fourths of his remaining
teeth. “He alright?”

   “That’s the thing, Kurt, we don’t know.”

   “Ye don’ know?” he said. “Ye don’ know? Then what ye’ calln’ me fer?”

   “We’re calling to see if you know anything.”

   “‘Bout what?”

   “About Benny.”

   “What ‘bout Benny? He alright?”

   “We don’t know. Have you heard from him?”

   “Look-ee-here naw.” Kurt’s number had a Chicago area code, but somehow our
connection was filtered through a cell tower in the Florida Everglades. “Ye better not be
hidn’ nothin’ from me. I don’ care how reech Beeny got, he’s still my baby cuz, n’ ye bes’ be
telln’ me everthern’ ya know.”

   “I don’t know anything.”

   “Then why ya calln’ me fer?” he screamed. “Who didja say ye was?”

   By the looks of it, Claudia’s contact had more thoroughly internalized Benny’s situation,
and she (the contact) was not the least bit happy about it. Claudia looked like a nervous
felon dragging a body off the highway while through her phone I overheard the
unmistakable wailing of a middle-aged woman in the throes of a terrible, new, exciting
tragedy.

   “I’m so sorry, miss,” Claudia said again and again. She winced. “I’m really, very, truly, so-
so-so-so sorry.”

 I can’t remember what I said to get Kurt off the line, if I said anything at all, because
during our call the room’s attention had shifted from their devices and fell back again to
Mira, who had (I assume quietly, as if entranced by Benny’s spirit) left the telethon table
and wandered across the apartment for her unconventionally dramatic window.

 



And there, staring at the street far below, phone still to her ear and perhaps speaking with
one of the medical professionals who scurried around the building’s entrance, Mira fell to
her knees, emitting all the way down a scream I would call animal if it didn’t so instantly
remind me of what it means to be a human being. Her aquamarine hair now draped and
covering her body like a prayer shawl. There she was, a Drowned Queen. 
 
      Everyone followed the hostess to the window. To comfort her, sure, but also to
rubberneck at what was creating all the trouble down on planet Earth. Being generally
allergic to all things Mira by this point, Claudia and I ignored her and instead moved to the
crowd's edge to catch a glimpse at the scene below, where a group of EMTs lifted a gurney
into an ambulance. The gurney supported a sheet that, if you squinted hard enough, you
could see was puffed and indented to match the form of a human male or, more
specifically, a wunderkind tech entrepreneur.

      “Benny!” Mira cried, globs of spittle draining down her chin.

      Claudia and I looked at each other.

      At the same time: “Dip?”

      We got as far as the door this go-around. Claudia had opened it a crack when Lauren,
operating on a level of hyper-awareness some people would pay $400 an hour for,
sprinted after us.

      “Guys, guys, guys,” she said, heels in her fingers. “Do you mind sticking around for a bit?
I think Mira is going to need us.”
                                 
      Claudia and I didn’t need to concoct an explanation, for at that moment an eggplant-
shaped, striped rodent, appearing from nowhere, scurried right over our feet and ran out
the door. Lauren screamed, then we made our escape.

End
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12. Have you ever been dropped, dismissed, suspended, placed on probation, disciplined, or
expelled from any school, college, or similar institution for an academic or any other
reason?
 Yes.

12a. If yes, please provide an explanation of these incident(s) and their outcome(s).
 See attached.

 
Bryce Stepp LSAC# L********

October 20, 2019
12a. Character and Fitness Explanation for DePaul University College of Law

   During the fall of my freshman year at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, I
received a drinking reprimand for an embarrassing incident that occurred in my resident
hall bathroom.

   The Illinois Ultimate Frisbee Club Team hosted an apartment party on the evening of
September 12, 2014. Excited by my newfound freedom, I drank far more beer and tequila
than anyone should. I returned to Allen Hall close to 2 a.m. and shortly thereafter began
profusely vomiting into the toilets, sinks, and shower stalls of the fourth-floor bathroom.
 
   My roommate, concerned, called a resident advisor, who, following protocols, dialed 9-1-
1. From a bathroom stall, two paramedics assessed my condition. Seeing that I could stand,
speak, and remember the name of the current president, they prescribed hydration and
rest.

   Several weeks later, my resident hall director brought me to his office. He said these
drunken antics garnered me a drinking reprimand that would follow my academic record
for the year. “A year and no longer,” he said, granted I complete certain requirements. I
took a three-hour online class and wrote an essay about alcohol abuse. The reprimand is
now resolved.

   This disturbing incident made me reconsider my alcohol consumption. I am proud to say I
was never reprimanded by the university again.



  
12b. If the information disclosed in your character and fitness explanation(s) is incomplete
or in any way contradicts the investigations conducted by the Illinois State Bar Association
during your bar examination, you must correct the discrepancy/discrepancies with an
addendum to your answer(s). Failure to do so, even after you have been admitted to
DePaul University College of Law, may block your entry to the bar.
 See attached.

Bryce Stepp LSAC# L********
November 22, 2019

12b. Correction to the Character and Fitness Explanation for DePaul University College of
Law

   Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to make a couple quick corrections to the
character and fitness portion of my application. The situation, as I see it, is this. In the
original explanation, I disclosed that, “Several weeks (after the incident), my resident hall
director brought me to his office.” While this is true, upon a closer read of the disclosure, I
understand that I—in an effort to make the story more succinct—accidentally did not
provide the entire truth. 

   This upsets me. I do not like to leave a job half-finished.

   Ashamed and concerned that my omissions might make me appear untrustworthy, I plan
to eliminate that impression by elucidating the punishment in greater detail. I understand
this may be unnecessary, superfluous, that the bar association already has what it needs.
But correcting a mistake, even a minor one, isn’t just about following protocols; I consider
it a matter of ethics, of values—a familial duty, even. I come from a long line of lawyers.
Truth-telling and scrupulousness are woven into the Stepp DNA. 

   These additional admissions, I think, will ease my busy conscience, which has not let me
forget the omissions since I discovered them. With this addendum, I can rest safe in the
knowledge that I did everything possible to explain myself, which, I think, is the only way I
can comfortably matriculate into DePaul Law this fall.

   Firstly, according to a journal entry from the time, the meeting with Ken Smithy, Allen
Hall’s Resident Director, occurred on October 8, 2014, nearly a month after the events in
the fourth-floor bathroom—not, as I disclosed before, after “several weeks.” The
discrepancy between “several weeks” and nearly a month may be small. But by using more
precise language, I want to dispel the notion that I concealed vital details from the
admissions office and the Illinois State Bar Association.



   In that same spirit, I will delve deeper into the timeline that led to the meeting with Mr.
Smithy, events which are wholly relevant to my explanation but absent from the original
text. A reader may come to the conclusion, based on the earlier timeline, that the RD
contacted me “several weeks” post-vomit, and we held our meeting posthaste; however,
that is not the case.

   I first received an email from the director on September 16, the Tuesday after the
debacle. But I must have missed that note, and the three that followed, because, again
according to my journal, I only responded to Mr. Smithy’s emails once I saw my student
account was on a disciplinary hold. 

   This is another point I want to clear up. Although I failed to mention it in my previous
disclosure, I think it’s important to share that in October 2014, due to my non-response to
a drinking reprimand levied against me in September of that year, the university put my
student account on a disciplinary hold which blocked purchases from the union. I also
could not access the University of Illinois’s online portal. 

   As soon as I learned of the hold, I checked my student email and saw Mr. Smithy’s
messages, including a frank warning that the hold would not abate until I scheduled a
meeting with him, “Pronto.” Only then did I understand I was in trouble for drinking. I
honestly had not thought about the incident in the bathroom since I woke up the following
morning.

   Needless to say, I was embarrassed. I met with Mr. Smithy on October 8, 2014 and
completed the requirements of the reprimand the following week. 

   I left the messages and the hold out of the first explanation because I originally
considered those to be persnickety particulars that distracted from the overall story (the
drinking, and the vomit, and paramedics, etc.). Their inclusion, I feared, would make me
appear pedantic or obsessive. However, I now understand that no piece of information is
too insignificant if it relates to a matter of The Law. I am excited to begin my legal studies
with a clear head.

 
 



Bryce Stepp LSAC# L********
November 30, 2019

12b(i). Second Correction to the Character and Fitness Explanation for DePaul University
College of Law

   I haven’t slept in three days. Food disgusts me now. For the past week I’ve survived
almost exclusively on Swedish Fish and hot chocolate. I’ve never felt this way before. This
constant plunging force, like a tapeworm growing and swallowing me from the inside.
Burrowing deeper into my esophagus every time I reread my character and fitness
responses—I must have looked back a hundred times by now.

   I lied. Plain and simple. No way around it. I lied in my character and fitness explanation,
and I lied in the correction. I lied to obscure the gravity of my infraction, then lied again
to cover that obfuscation.

   But the thought of going through law school knowing I had entered on false pretenses—
fearing that after three years of difficult schooling I would be found out by the faceless,
horrifying men of the Illinois State Bar Association (who need only place a few phone
calls to learn the truth) and lose everything for which I had worked—that scenario
generates so much implacable, unfathomable existential dread that I’ve decided I must, I
must make a change! Against the advice of every lawyer in my life—including my father,
my aunt, my uncle, my grandfather, and my great-grandfather—I’ve decided to make
another, final correction.

   To get to the bottom of this transgression, we must go back to October 20, 2019, last
month:

   I was at my desk in the immigration legal aid office where I’ve been interning pro bono
this past year. Please don’t think I’m crazy. But that day, working alone, I felt my spirit
bolstered and vivified by a nameless, intense presentiment. 

   It’s hard to describe, the feeling, the way I get sometimes. I’ve never put it into words.

   It’s like a sudden burst of clarity. As if all the colors come into focus, and small objects
like pencils vibrate when you stare too long, like a power surge. I don’t think everyone
gets this way. It’s like I finally understand things long overlooked. I see all the
connections, and my path makes sense, and I absorb knowledge as if through
photosynthesis. I become knowing.

   The best way I can explain it is this: sometimes I know an important thing will happen
before it happens. 



       I don’t know what it will be, the thing. It could be something global like an earthquake,
or something local like a good grade on a difficult test. But I know it’ll be big, and I can feel
it coming several days in advance.

      Major events from the future create a ripple in time, and I sense them in the past. Like a
radio wave I receive their energy. It’s not really clairvoyance; it’s more like claircognition. I
can feel the future. And that kind of awareness, knowing something great or terrible is
about to happen, it’s powerful, and you feel like you can do anything.

      It was a slow day at the office, and I wanted to finish all my law school application work.
I thought I could do it, too, with that phantom clarity propelling my productivity to the
max. As I hastily typed the character and fitness explanation for DePaul Law, my dream
school, I saw a chance to play a little linguistic trick. I realized, while writing the
explanation, that if I created an ambiguous timeline, I could skip over the unsavory details
about my non-response to the RD’s emails and the ensuing disciplinary hold. No need to
talk about that stuff, I decided. We’ll just jump ahead “several weeks later.”

      It’s not a lie, I thought,  it’s just unclear. The incident was so minor, I doubt it matters.
They should be happy that I'm reporting it at all.

      This, I thought at the time, was a really smart decision, even “lawyer-like.” It was the big
thing I sensed was waiting for me. I was really doing it. As I wrote my explanation, I
remember having some vague notion of myself as a clever trickster, laughing a bit, then
moving on. 

      To think of that moment now; cringe is an understatement, a severe understatement.

      After my acceptance to DePaul a few weeks later, driven by the vague uncertainty and
self-hatred I often experience after periods of supreme clear-headedness, I looked back at
my application and finally saw what I had done. 

      How stupid I was to lie!

      How could I think this misdirection was a cool idea? Certainly, I thought, anyone could
contact Allen Hall to unearth the actual story. (Yes, I admit I’m motivated by a fear of
getting caught, though I regret my lies on principle as well.) Lost in riotous panic, I wrote a
messy correction, which you received on November 22, 2019.

      But instead of admitting to my wrongdoing, I dug my heels. I lied again. In the
correction. Only this time I disguised myself as a meticulous student over-correcting
“persnickety particulars” so that DePaul Law and the ISBA would assume I had nothing
more to hide. Let me be clear: I did not abandon those elements (the emails, the hold)  



End

because they “would distract from the overall story,” whatever that means. That was a lie.
I left them out because I thought they were embarrassing.

   But I’m not done. I have one more vital admission, my adjudicator, whomever you may be.
To a lie made twice. First in my explanation, then in my prior addendum.

   I did not “miss[...]” the RD’s emails like I told you. I saw them. I saw them all. I ignored
them. 

   I didn't care. 

   I was physically and mentally incapable of caring at the time because on an average day
freshman year I ingested enough recreational narcotics to tranquilize an adult panther. If
the hold on my account didn’t disrupt my near-constant candy purchases from the student
union, I may have disregarded the messages forever.

   I understand now that I should not model my behavior after the smooth, “clever,”
prevaricating lawyers of my imagination. That image, probably learned from television, is
entirely immature and totally at odds with the career I wish to cultivate. I look back on
these indiscretions—the substance abuse, the negligence, the cover-ups—with deep
regret. I am not that person anymore, not after the week I’ve had. Please, I beg you,
consider these the mistakes of a hot-headed youth! I haven’t even started law school yet.
Please, DePaul Law, don’t expel me. Please, the ISBA, don’t disbar me three years from
now! Don’t take my future away because of this stupid, stupid, stupid thing. I’ve come
clean. I’m better now. I pray that these admissions clear my name. I look forward to class.

December 6, 2019
 

 To the Admissions Office of
DePaul University College of

Law,
 

   After careful consideration,
I have decided to decline my

admission to DePaul
University College of Law.

 
Yours Truly,
Bryce Stepp
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   They were at the kitchen table, midday, enjoying a snack of grapes and water, when Dad
made use of the father-son bonding time to deliver a very important message. The boy was
ten. A good age, Dad decided, for this conversation.

   He laid five single dollar bills side by side on the table. “Son, I want you to look at these,”
he said. “You should think of these as Freedom Points. The more of them you get, the more
freedom you have. Just like a measuring cup measures water, money is the measure of a
man’s freedom.”

   The boy was incredulous. Smiling with crooked teeth he said, “Well, if money is Freedom
Points, why do they call it ‘money?’” 

   “It’s a branding thing.” Grinning: “Here, this one’s for you.”

   Son stared at the bill. He examined the stately face staring back.

   “When you have money,” Dad continued, “you can eat if you’re hungry, or buy a home, or
protect your health when you get sick. With money comes fewer problems—and that’s
freedom,” he said. “But, and this is important, to get Freedom Points you have to give up
some of your own freedom. That’s called work. You give away some of your time and
energy, and out of that you get Freedom Points delivered back. See how it’s a cycle?” He
drew a circle in the air. “The trick is you want to collect as many Freedom Points as
possible without giving up too much of your own freedom.”

   “How do I do that?”

   “It’s called ‘working smart,’ Son,” he said. “And you’ll learn all about that when you go off
to college.”

                                                                                                   

freedom pointsfreedom points
by Adam Kaz



   The next day Son approached Dad in the home office. 

   “Dad,” he said, “can I have two dollars for every time I walk Roscoe around the block?”

   From behind his desk Dad, saturated with pride, looked up from his computer screen and
shined a prospector’s smile. “How about one dollar?”

 
 
 
 
 

   
   After struggling to force Roscoe, excited and yelping, the best dog in the world, into his
collar, the boy stepped onto the driveway and faced the oppressively sluggish late
afternoon heat. It was a little uncomfortable, the atmosphere; the air was wet, he thought,
too hot, gluey. A weaker entrepreneur would’ve waited for tomorrow. But when the
industrious ten-year-old gazed ahead at the rows of two-story homes, he felt propelled
by the delectable attractions of opportunity.

   “How many Freedom Points today?” he thought. He looked at the panting dog by his
knee. Son remembered what Mom said about Roscoe’s irremovable, heavy black fur
jacket. How it affects him in the heat . . . poorly. The best dog in the world was inhaling-
exhaling air by the bucketful. Globs of saliva dripping from his fangs evaporated into
nothing moments after they hit the asphalt. “Three Freedom Points is good!" he said. "This
good boy can get me three Freedom Points, can’t you Roscoe?”

   And so the intrepid capitalist was off! Three Whole Dollars on the first working day, in
addition to the free dollar from yesterday. That’s Four Dollars. The freedom, the boy was
sure, to purchase Sweet Tarts. A good start. And tomorrow, who knows? His ambitions
skyrocketed: mansions, cars, a wife. 

   All the same, though, after one and a half laps around the block, approximately ten
minutes, Son felt the clawing hands of boredom grip his dragging feet. The sensation felt
like school, he observed. Those hours when his attention plummeted, pants at peak
antsiness, roughly thirty percent of his academic life. 

   Only now, unlike school, Son noticed pointedly and with some pride, he felt ready to
endure the pain. For if the boy was unwilling to accept this boredom, he would’ve given up
and returned to his room, as he would've done every weekday if given the option at
Walden Elementary School.

   



   Now he had the option. He could leave. If he felt bored
enough. But something kept him going.

   The boy, an only child, was introspective by nature,
often distracted by long hours of soul-searching while he
watched TV and chewed on his shirts. Now, gnawing on
the collar of his orange T-shirt, enjoying the salty taste of
spit, walking, he pondered why this flavor of boredom
felt so much more bearable than the school variety. He
had a few ideas. First, he was outside, and it was such a
sunny day. But, more importantly, this new dullness
contained the added spice of promised Freedom Points.
Which, the boy found, reduced his suffering
tremendously. 

   The scheme gave his doldrums a direction, namely
money—and his eagerness to have it in his hands pushed
his legs forward, beyond the apathy. At last, here was a
way to master antsiness. To break it, to give it purpose
and drive. All it took was a little delayed freedom. A little
cash.

   So assured in himself was he that once Son reached 
the end of lap three, he walked right along to four. 

 
   “Dad is going to be so happy,” he thought.

    By the end of lap four, Son knew he would complete ten laps before the day was out. It
didn’t make sense to do four laps without five. And it would be ludicrous to do five without
ten. It was a long, arduous task ahead. Son knew if hoped to complete it, he would need to
adjust the plan. Or else risk faltering to boredom. 
 
    So, upon completing the fourth lap, he tied Roscoe to the tree on the side of his house
and walked into the garage.

   “‘Working smart,’” he thought as he rummaged around old bins,“this must be what that
feels like.”

    Six minutes later Son was zipping on rollerblades along the sidewalk, Roscoe tromping
and skidding by his side, panting like a Tommy Gun. Lap five. The dog’s eyes were ravenous,
bloodshot, bulging, as if the same air gushing into his mouth inflated and pressurized his
head. Still the good boy ran along.
   



  “Maybe if I ride fast,” Son thought, looking at the dog. “Maybe if I ride fast, he won’t
notice.”

   Laps five and six were pleasant enough. The boy skated at a leisurely speed, just fast
enough to conjure the wind and refresh his summer-blonde hair. Son’s saliva-coated shirt
cooled and cemented to his collarbone like a frozen necklace. Roscoe, the trooper, bug-
eyed and salivating, scampered right along.

   It was lap seven when things got tricky. Son felt the leash tighten as Roscoe fell behind.
In response the boy rode faster, trying to rip off the Band-Aid, he thought, but to no avail.
Around the second turn, without warning, Roscoe stumbled to the grass between the
sidewalk and the road and fell on his side. The dog’s marshmallow body expanded by
almost half its normal size with each massive, terrified breath. He looked ready to burst
into flames. 

   The jam stopped Son and forced him back like a paddle ball. 

   “Come on, Roscoe, don’t be a jerk.” Alarmed by the sudden lapse in progress, Son dug the
skate’s toe into the sidewalk and tugged on the leash. At first with a gentle pull. But the
dog wouldn’t budge. 

   He increased the force, heaving, wrenching, like a lion tamer. Roscoe, panting furiously,
remained still and stared vacantly at the road.

   But like a good boy, the dog limped to his feet after two minutes of pulling. “Phew,” Son
sighed and continued forward.

   From then on Roscoe stopped every few hundred yards, testing the boy’s patience, which
only made Son more eager to finish the task. As the stops became more frequent, Son
became more comfortable pulling violently, ruthlessly, against his ailing friend. Anything
to get through lap eight, then nine . . .

   On lap ten Roscoe stopped over a dozen times and twice vomited a yellowish paste onto
the grass. The young capitalist felt guilty seeing his buddy in pain. The boy was hurting the
dog; he understood this, kind of, in a general way. And it’s wrong to hurt your friends. 

   But guilt in furtherance of Freedom Points, he noticed, was not like guilt he experienced
in the past. It was muffled, almost silenced, more bearable. For the boy’s prior misdeeds
were random and senseless, even to himself. He created pain without cause, and his
inability to explain his sins intensified the humiliation. 



     “Why did you color all over Mommy’s letters?” “Why did you break the vase?”“I. Don’t.
Know!” he sobbed. But not now. Now the shame had purpose. He had a motivation.

      Guilt, the boy reasoned as he yanked on the leash, was just another obstacle to Freedom
Points. Roscoe lay on his side and responded to each tug with absent gurgling sounds.
These icky feelings, Son decided, must strike all dog walkers from time to time. Like Dad
said, it’s a cycle. The remorse he felt now would be rewarded in the end by equal or greater
portions of freedom. 

      “After all,” the boy thought, “nobody feels guilty when they have enough Sweet Tarts.”
 
 
 
 
 
 

      After the walk Son returned to Dad’s office.

      “Dad,” he announced, “you owe me ten Freedom Points!”

      Dad looked up from his papers to see Son standing proudly, arms akimbo like a
superhero floating back to Earth. And beside the boy, the family dog—limping, frothing at
the mouth, with eyes of terror.

End



A letter fromA letter from  
the editorthe editor by Adam Kaz

      
   I love to talk about my writing. I could do it for hours. Every night after I’m done brushing
my teeth, I stare in the bathroom mirror and say, “Well Professor Chomsky, that’s an
excellent question. As it happens I first thought of the idea while on a walk along the
Chicago Lakefront with my collaborator . . .” I have a speech prepared for my Pulitzer, my
Nobel Prize, and my Hugo. Small chance on the latter, but you never know.

   The only thing I love more than talking about my writing is hearing other people talk
about my writing. It’s really helpful because, although I could host a filibuster about this
stuff, I still don’t know what any of it is about. Your guess is as good as mine. A coworker
once described my work as, “If cartoon characters had real-people problems.” A good
friend, trying to imitate my narrative voice, filled their mouth with saliva and said, “I was
alone and chewing on a Menthol!”

   Sometimes when people ask me what I write about, if I’m in a certain mood, I’ll say,
“Whatever I can bother.” Other times I say, “I write about people around my age who live in
Illinois.” Kind of a cop-out and a little douchey, I know, but in many ways it’s closer to the
truth than the writerlier answers I could pull out of my ass: “I play with traditional social
satire tropes to explore today’s mores but with a pinch of postmodern paranoia.” That’s
the official answer, by the way, for publishers, in case they ask. 

   I’m evasive because, if I told you the truth, you might call it cliched and arrogant, because
it is. I made the first The Ground Is Uneven to see if I could do it, and I made the second to
see if I could do it again. Just like every artist says, I strive to make my work better than it
was yesterday. Why? Because as soon as I realized I could someday become great at this
writing thing, I couldn’t think of anything more worth my time. And the sky falls every time
I try to give it up. So that’s why I’m here.
         
   You may have noticed that I have no problem talking myself up—it’s one of my best
qualities, actually—but I wonder if my wonderful illustrator and creative director can say
the same.
            
   No worries, I’m happy to do it for them. Grimm Schapfel is brilliant. They are endlessly
imaginative, professional as fuck, and a spectacular collaborator. So much of this zine  



depended on them delivering consistent, inspiring work. Not once did they falter, and I
don’t know if it would’ve come together had it not been for their organization and
persistence.

 Thanks for reading, guys. Hope you liked it.
September, 2022

 



A letter fromA letter from  
the artistthe artist

      
   I don't like to talk about my art. Well I think it would be more fair to say I don't like how
people expect me to talk about my art. The second people know you graduated from a
prestigious art school, suddenly every piece you make is expected to have a write up of
your concepts and ideology.

   At my physical core I draw because it's what I am. I am the overbearing colors, excessive
highlighting and sparkles. Weird characters in an overlight world just doing their best to
be. 

   It was a special kind of catharsis working with Adam on this volume of The Ground Is
Uneven. I didn't need to make the words, explain every choice or concept. That's what
Adam does. It's what Adam is. I think we naturally had this understanding with each other. 
 
   I draw. Adam writes. And at the end we created something neither of us could have done
on our own. I never expected such amazing unique writing to come from my illustrations.
Adam elevated our collective efforts to something I was never sure would 
happen. My first publication. I don't think I would have had the confidence 
I do now if it wasn't for my co-creator, and his amazing support as a friend. 

    Thank you, Grimm



      

A thank you goes out to our
special guest editor Elly

Kuzmanova.



      

 The creators of The Ground Is
Uneven are always excited to
see new submission, both
written and visual. Please
submit your work to:

thegroundisuneven@gmail.com

 Written pieces should be
approximately 1,000 words, and
visual art must be sent in TIFF
format at 300 DPI.

Call forCall for  
submissionssubmissions






